A Cross-Domain Recommender System With Kernel-Induced Knowledge Transfer for Overlapping Entities.
The aim of recommender systems is to automatically identify user preferences within collected data, then use those preferences to make recommendations that help with decisions. However, recommender systems suffer from data sparsity problem, which is particularly prevalent in newly launched systems that have not yet had enough time to amass sufficient data. As a solution, cross-domain recommender systems transfer knowledge from a source domain with relatively rich data to assist recommendations in the target domain. These systems usually assume that the entities either fully overlap or do not overlap at all. In practice, it is more common for the entities in the two domains to partially overlap. Moreover, overlapping entities may have different expressions in each domain. Neglecting these two issues reduces prediction accuracy of cross-domain recommender systems in the target domain. To fully exploit partially overlapping entities and improve the accuracy of predictions, this paper presents a cross-domain recommender system based on kernel-induced knowledge transfer, called KerKT. Domain adaptation is used to adjust the feature spaces of overlapping entities, while diffusion kernel completion is used to correlate the non-overlapping entities between the two domains. With this approach, knowledge is effectively transferred through the overlapping entities, thus alleviating data sparsity issues. Experiments conducted on four data sets, each with three sparsity ratios, show that KerKT has 1.13%-20% better prediction accuracy compared with six benchmarks. In addition, the results indicate that transferring knowledge from the source domain to the target domain is both possible and beneficial with even small overlaps.